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At the top of the Pyrenees, 
Boltaña combines natural 
beauty and cultural 
heritage.

We transfer the hotel 
experience to the 
campsite in a concept 
of design, comfort and 
sustainability in the open 
air. 



WECAMP MORE 
THAN JUST A 

CAMPSITE



NATURE IN ITS 
PUREST FORM IN THE 
ARAGONESE PYRENEES

Boltaña is the enclave that combines natural beauty, cultural 
heritage, festivities and traditions in the Sobrarbe region.

To get to know this high mountain region is to discover its nature 
reserves full of canyons, caves, ravines and peaks that represent 
the authentic Boltaña experience. In addition to its historic 
centre, which hides a huge centenary castle, several churches 
and old houses made of stone.

A town full of life that invites you to take part in activities such as 
hiking, climbing or canyoning. In addition, the river Ésera creates 
a landscape of crystal-clear waters where you can enjoy water 
sports such as rafting and fishing.

For this purpose, wecamp has chosen this rugged land surrounded 
by forests and meadows as a destination to open its doors.

Boltaña, located in the vicinity of the Sierra and Canyons 
of Guara, Ordesa and Monte Perdido, two emblematic 
natural parks, is the mountainous territory through which 
to connect with the nature and culture of the Pyrenees.





ACCOMMODATIONS 
THAT COOPERATE 
WITH THE LANDSCAPE 
REALITY OF EACH 
ENCLAVE
All accommodation includes a microwave, fridge, crockery, 
towels, bed linen and a ventilation system.

7 Bell Tent and  Bell Tent +.
The safari-style tent, for two or three people, stands out for its 
luminosity, height, ventilation and permeability. Its infrastructure 
includes a wooded platform to enjoy as a terrace. And its interior 
is spacious and versatile.

8 Bengalí.
The most authentic camping experience for families or large 
groups. Capacity for 5 people, with a distribution of 1 double bed 
and 3 single beds. It has a kitchen, terrace and dining room.

4 Bungalow Basic Couple.
The wooden cottage for two people for an experience where 
comfort is not at odds with adventure. An accommodation where 
you can experience silence, design and privacy. The Bungalows 
have a kitchen and private bathroom.

19 Bunglaow Basic Family.
It is a room for four people, arranged in two double beds, offering 
the comforts of home. Fully equipped and air-conditioned. The 
Bungalows have a kitchen and private bathroom.

10 Mobile Home Basic Family XL.
The mobile home, for six people, which combines private rooms 
and common areas for a comfortable and functional stay. For 
families or large groups, it is divided into a main double room, a 

twin room and a sofa that can be converted into a bed.





19 Mobile Home Family.
For four people, it is a compact and efficient space consisting of 
a main double bedroom and two single beds. The accommodation 
has a main living room that leads to the private terrace as an ex-
tension of the rest area. It has a fully equipped kitchen and a pri-
vate bathroom.

3 Mobile Home Couple Plus.
For three people, it is a spacious and warm accommodation arran-
ged in a master bedroom with a double bed and a sofa bed. Its cosy 
terrace with outdoor sofa will allow you to enjoy your outdoor es-
capades. It has a fully equipped kitchen and a private bathroom.

182 Plots.
Plots in different sizes are the option for those travelling in a ca-
ravan, van or tent. A conditioned space that includes the use of 
the barbecue as a recreational area.  We have services for this ac-
commodation, such as Camper Clean, toilets with sinks, washing 
facilities, electricity and water.



COMMON AREAS 
FOR A MOUNTAIN 
CAMPSITE
wecamp offers a set of common areas de-
signed to bring you closer to the local cultu-
re of the place you are visiting. At the same 
time, it encourages and promotes interac-
tion with the environment and other guests.

Located in the heart of the campsite, the restaurant brings tradi-
tional and local recipes to all its visitors, using seasonal and local 
ingredients. A glass structure that allows natural light to enter 
the interior and whose spaciousness makes it possible to host 
dinners and group events.  And the bar, located in a stone buil-
ding to enjoy all year round.

On the other hand, between meadows and mountains, the swim-
ming pool is the area that rests under the native vegetation of 
Boltaña. A place divided into a children’s area, whose recreatio-
nal proposal offers an area with slides and water slides. And the 
solarium, a green area equipped with sun loungers and parasols 
to enjoy your summer holidays.

In addition, the Kids Club offers playful activities for the amuse-
ment and curiosity of the little ones in the house.

The common thread in each area is the use of natural materials 
and organic textures in the rustic and traditional style of the area, 
such as stone walls, wooden beamed ceilings and terracotta tiled 
floors, which provide warmth and authenticity.

wecamp Pirineos has a sports area, where you can play paddle 
tennis, football, basketball and skateboarding.



WE CARE, WE CAMP
Investing in eco-technology, promoting sustainable experiences, 
generating responsible consumption, recognising diversity and 
supporting local producers are some of the tasks that are aligned 
with the 2030 SDGs promoted by the United Nations, and which 
wecamp takes on as its own.

Under the slogan ‘As green as possible’, wecamp is the green buil-
ding that relies on renewable energies and eco technology that 
generate 60.56% of the total camping light. In addition to this, 
monthly studies and controls are carried out by experts in energy 
efficiency that seek to be more responsible and efficient with all 
energy resources.

In relation to lighting, efficiency is sought with the installation 
of low-consumption LED lighting elements, in order to avoid light 
pollution.

At the same time, the entire team of professionals that make up 
wecamp are trained and aware of the good management and eva-
luation of resources. The aim is to minimise food waste and the 
use of single-use plastic.

There are also various water-saving systems in place, including 
the use of mixer taps, double flushing cisterns and the promo-
tion of indigenous plants that do not require watering. In addi-
tion, waste and grey water is efficiently treated and there are re-
cycling points throughout the campsite.

The landscaping project implemented by wecamp is based on the 
installation of 995 plant species. Among these are 930 shrubs 
and 65 trees.



EXPERIENCIAS 
LOCALES 

HIKING ROUTES THROUGH THE NATURAL 
PARK OF AINSA
The Aragonese Pyrenees stand out for their unique landscape 
where nature offers green in summer and white in winter. So the-
re is no better place for hiking. Especially in the region of Aínsa, 
made up of ravines, waterfalls, pools, rivers, rocky areas and a 
rich flora and fauna. In addition, other natural parks such as the 
Ordesa y Monte Perdido National Park are located nearby.

HORSE RIDING
Horse trekking is the way to enter places far from civilisation for 
a full immersion in nature, history and culture. It is also a practice 
that fosters values such as companionship with the horse, and 
the sense of adventure when practising this intense sport.

VISIT TO THE SOMONTANO WINERIES
Get to know a new landscape, history and culture through an un-
forgettable visit to the vineyards of Samoltano. The region where 
one of the best wines in Spain is produced and where some of the 
most beautiful villages in the country await. Enjoy tasting some 
of its fifteen different grape varieties in its more than thirty wi-
neries.

CANYONING
Ropes will be used to rappel down mostly water canyons, althou-
gh there are also some dry canyons. The activity can be oriented 
in three different ways. It can be adapted to the fun of the whole 
family, and especially the youngest ones, so they will find jumps 
and slides.

Surrounded by rivers, mountains, paths and forests, the 
Local Guide of wecamp Pyrenees accentuates its adven-
ture sport proposal through a set of experiences that com-
bine nature and sport. All of them, collected in its own App 
to enjoy a pure and local experience.
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https://www.instagram.com/wecampsites/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/wecampnet/
https://www.facebook.com/Wecampsite
https://open.spotify.com/user/31iv2yh23tfw5pc5rujaj652spke?si=fa7ecbc43eb84c13
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